
 

“We shall strive to instill in our students an appreciation for the virtues of 

honesty, citizenship, decency, earning rewards through hard work, and 

respect for people, property and social tradition.”  

 

Honesty: fairness and straightforwardness of conduct 

 

Citizenship: the quality of an individual's response to membership in our 

learning community 

 

Decency: behavior that conforms to the accepted standards of right and 

wrong within our learning community 

 

Earning rewards through hard work: Putting in the time and energy to grow 

as a learner and as a member of our learning community 

 

Respect for people, property and social tradition: Reinforcing those  

behaviors expected from students which have become positive social norms 
within our learning community  

Each month, the Lake Preston MS/HS will be celebrating our students 

through our Student of the Month spotlight.  One student from the 

high school and one from the middle school will be selected to be our 

Students of the Month.  Selection is based upon the demonstration by 

students of the characteristic stated in our school ’s mission. 



March Students of the Month 

Jocelyn always goes above and beyond in and outside of the classroom. She 

does not rest at just getting her assignments done she will ask extra ques-

tions to better understand the material. Jocelyn is always respectful and kind 

and is not afraid to stand up what is right. She is a good model of an ideal 

Lake Preston Diver. Jocelyn is so helpful.  She brings a special energy to the 

classroom as she is always smiling, positive and happy in class. She is a great 

leader as she demonstrates kindness and dedication to her studies each and 

every day.  
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Mallory works hard in class and knows what behaviors are expected. She is 

willing to help other classmates with questions, and she is not afraid to ask 

questions when she needs help. Mallory is respectful to teachers and class-

mates and is active in school and in outside activities as well. She has a de-

lightful personality and is supportive of her friends and her school. Mallory 

is always quick to help others and stays on top of her school work. She is 

very intelligent and shows that she cares about her work and puts 110% in 

all of her work. Mallory treats others with kindness and has a positive atti-

tude.  


